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Abstract. In China, the electric power industry as a traditional industry for decades, has stepped into its
next phase. The installed capacity by 2010 reached 960 GW. But the power shortages happened in a lot
of provinces by April 2011, and the peak time of power shortages has advanced. How to use electricity
efficiently is still a problem. In order to improve the efficiency, decrease the energy loss in electric power
system is important.This article take Chengdu as an example, solves three problems. It offers the advices to
decrease the exorbitant grid load, decreases the power supply line loss and cuts down the loss in energy and
the emission in greenhouse gases. Scenario Analysis and System Dynamic Method are used to research the
line loss and environment effects in the electricity supply system. Through the scenario setting and simulation,
factors and suggestions have been given to decrease the losses. The model could also be used to research one
industries’ development, taking the environment factors and the economy benefits into considerations.
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1

Introduction

Electricity plays a vital role in the world today, also is a very important part during the energy-developing
process[9] . It is transmitted all across the world using a massive infrastructure of power stations, transmission
circuits, substations, power lines and converters of all sorts. The loss of electricity from different points in the
infrastructure is a common occurrence, called power supply line loss (PSLL). In China, line loss rate in electricity supply system (ESS) got 6.53% at the end of October 2011[4] . Compared to the advanced world level,
large gaps still exist. In Japan and Germany, the line loss rate comprehensive are 4.75%, 4.74% respectively
in 2002. Compared with the rate 6.53% in China, level about 1.78% and 1.79% advanced[2] .
China’s annual electricity consumption is about 4.19 trillion kwh in 2010. If PSLL reduced by 1% ,
electricity will save 41.9 billion kwh annually, that equals to CNY 20.95 billion saved every year. Coal fire
occupies over 70% in China’s energy structure. 1% in PSLL decreasing will cut down the use of 1055.88 Mt
coal(the national development and reform commission issued that a kwh equals to 360g standard coal), and
that could reduce emissions of CO2 about 27664.056 Mt, SO2 about 89.7498 Mt, NOX about 78.13512 Mt
(burning every ton of standard coal producing 2620 kg of carbon dioxide, 8.5 kg of sulfur dioxide and 7.4 kg
of nitrogen oxides).
From the data above, the researches to decrease PSLL are significative on economic, energy and environment. Especially under the current background of global warming and the energy crisis, decrease in PSLL is
a continued assignment to save energy and to reduce emissions[4] . Many differences exist among the national
∗
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power systems of the region in terms of size, production and load composition, etc[18] . This paper will take
Chengdu as an example, China’s one of the earliest prosperity cities, as the center of west China. In the process
to bulid World Modern Garden City, Chengdu faced with the energy saving and emission reduction goals[13] ,
need to reduce the PSLL. At the same time, as development of Chengdu in power demand grows, the power
grid is facing serious challenges, for example, the highest point of grid load reaching 6.771 million kilowatts,
more than the bearing capacity about 6.5 million kilowatts[4] .
This article is organized as the following parts. Section 2 is the literature review which describes the
researches existed in PSLL, including the methods and model and introduce the System Dynamic Model.
Section 3 is the system modelling which combines the electricity system to dynamics system, including assumptions, variables choosing, flow chart of system simulation constructing and equations building. Section
4 is to analyze the results come from the simulations and different scenarios, and to give the suggestion for
Chengdu.

2

Literature review

There is already a lot of researches about the PSLL. Since the electricity applied in China in 1980s,
it has been existing. Now the researches mainly concentrate on technology applying and the management
strengthening. System Dynamic application in ESS shows in Tab. 1, from which we can get that system
dynamics has been used in ESS instead of PSLL.
The technology researches on the PSLL reduction mainly concentrating on the detailed parts. Through
the transformer capacity, quantity, and the bear load control, the internal iron loss and copper loss reduced[20] .
Through the options in open loop and closed loop, and the operation way options in the power grid lineconnecting way, loss of power reduced[24] . By adding a reactive power compensation device or other ways to
adjust the active power and reactive power, with adding other kinds of specific machinery choice, the power
can enhance the load natural power factor. Based on the principle that transformer loss and the changes of
operating voltage are inversely proportional, and the principle that the coil with iron core is proportional
to the voltage’s square of the transformer, the PSLL could decrease. Adjusting power pressure is also an
ordinary way to adjust PSLL. The line loss analysis method to calculate can be divided into two categories:
certainty method and probability evaluation method[17] . On the respect of certainty method, loss factor method
is applicable to load curve of the elusive[17] . On the respect of probability evaluation method, considering the
randomness of the load, based on the trend of the random power grids, PSLL probability analysis method put
forward.
At present the main management measures of PSLL include raising voltage, trying to cut short the field
lines, building right field lines and improving the power factor. Using electric power load management system
of PSLL real-time monitoring technology to prevent PSLL effectively[21] . In addition, setting the line of resources and the index of the management, to make the line loss rate index allocation standardize, such as the
long lines installation load in the middle high pressure. Further, average net loss allocation method, tracking
trend method, the marginal nets loss coefficient method, contracting path method, the impedance matrix loss
allocation methods of the nets and other methods have been used to solve the PSLL. Through those ways each
part of line loss could be managed.
But the above researching points are basically on specific parts of PSLL reduction, the more attention
from specific link and on specific technical improvement. Even the management measures did not consider
the environment changes and the system to realize the system optimization. There lacks the combination of
different parts, to make up the shortage of each part, to adjust the different rate and finally to realize the whole
efficiency. In order to take the power supply environment changes into consideration and to realize the system
optimization. System dynamics will be used to solve PSLL in this paper. Various scenarios are simulated. In
order to compare the effects of decision making in policy and on business development plans in ESS, advises
and approaches need to be offered to the governments and industry.
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Table 1. Applications of approaches and models in ESS
Author

System

Approaches or Models

Research topic

dynamics
Power planning;
Stochastic Optimization (SO) Transmission planning;

Kiefer J. et al
Robbins H. et al

NO.

Bellman R.

includes

Load forecasting;

MILP; MOLP; LP;NP;ILP.

Power frequency regulation ;
Optimize problems involving uncertainty.
Divide system into sub problems;

Park Y.

NO.

Dynamic Programming (DP)

Bottom-up or top-down;
implement in purpose software.

Chen P.

NO.

Genetic Algorithms

Fast efficient simulation, ease-of-use;
Operates and regulates electricity markets.

Sherali H.

NO.

Game theory

Nabona N.

NO.

Network flow theory

Dhar S.

NO.

Fuzzy set theory

Transient stability management.
Power frequency regulation.
Electricity traders, hedge funds
and market prices with limited factors.
Electricity utilities, IPPs, generation;
Transmission planners;

Foley A.

NO.

AURORAxmp

Govern agencies and regulators;
Consult energy industry .
Analytical rigour;
Operate Power World Simulator.

Foley A.

NO.

EMCAS

Law A.

NO.

GTMax

Price and business practices.
Optimize of chronological hourly loads;
Optimize the scheduling of
hydro/thermal power plants.
Market analysis, market design;

Shin J.

YES.

PLEXOS

Capacity expansion planning;
Portfolio optimization.
Project location, size, and timing
of new merchant plants;

Park Y.

NO.

UPLAN

Revenues from proposed generation;
Transmission expansion;
Suggest optimal sites.
Addresses long term demand;
Forecasts and changes in load;

Hertzmark D.

YES.

WASP

In times for generating units;
Reliability of power system;
Operate unit outages;
Operate hydro inflow.

Foley A.

NO.

WILMAR

Analyze the integration of
power in a large electricity system.

Illumination: MILP is short for Mixed Integer Linear Programming; MOLP is short for Mixed Objective
Linear Programming; LP is short for Linear Programming; NP is short for Nonlinear Programming;
ILP is short for Integer Linear Programming.
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3

System modelling

System Dynamics(SD) is created by a famous academic professor Jayw Forrester in 1961, an important
branch of system science and management science[23] . It is aimed at researching the feedback structure and
behavior of the system, to recognize how different parts work and influence each other, to find what problems
existed, to predict the tendency in the near future, and to make the system more efficient[6] . A dynamics
simulation model captures the dynamics of the sectors to find the relationship between the input and output.
Constituting a system dynamics model structure contains the following several major components, namely
state variables, flow variables, intermediate variables, the connectors and so on. We will build the model from
system dynamics model description, assumptions and computation three points three parts.
3.1

System dynamics model description

The detailed system model construction steps are shown in Fig. 1. First, combine the basic model of SD
to problems by analyzing the structure of PSLL generally. Second, set boundary of the line loss in ESS to
change the model structure. Third, make up the structure includes the variables and equations with scenarios
designing. After the result simulating, check the result reality and structure reality, then adjust the structure
and get the data analysis. Finally, give the suggestions to the development of Chengdu.
Find line
loss problems

A nalyze the
real electricity
supply system

C ombine

C hoose the basical model named
pow er grow th top limit

D etermine line loss system boundary

M odel setting

R ealistic research
Set model structure

Select system variables

D raw flow chart

R eality check
No

C onformity

Scenarios

Fill in the equations and parameters

Structure analysis
No

Y es

Y es

C onformity

Simulation results

M odel testing
M odel application

Suggestions

D ata analysis

Fig. 1. The whole flow of the process and structure

3.2

Assumptions for PSLL

The assumptions in the article used to analyze the PSLL are as follows:
(1) Power supply is a lasting process. The supply during the last session will be the decision support of the
next session. This assumption is reasonable. Continuity, timeliness and effectiveness of the ESS required to
change at any time to adjust the load. At same time, the power supply is real-time data, relying on time for the
previous one, to provide support in supply for the next time. So the power must remain adequate in long-term,
short-term supply points must be based on the one of the last session. From this way, we could not take the
delay into account in the system.
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(2) Transmission price adjustment scope is limited, because that electricity price in China controls by government. Also the load is less sensitive to the adjustment. This assumption considers the fact the price making by
government in China. The price will not change in the short-term, but result from the cost and asset in long
time.
(3) The increase in depreciation rate of the substations and the line is stable. Under normal circumstances, depreciation of fixed assets growing as time increases. However, due to the substations and grid built at disparate
times, diverse stages have dissimilar depreciation rates, and the line will be for various reasons such as damage. The emergence of various updates. Therefore, depreciation of fixed assets used by the average number
of years to calculate that will be set a fixed depreciation rate each year. (4) Technology and management are

Fig. 2. The main points of energy conservation

main reasons lead to PSLL. PSLL is a comprehensive economic and technical indicator. PSLL of technology
can be divided into the statistical one and theoretical loop one. In the actual operation of power grid, with
the meter measuring, the difference of PSLL in statistics between power supply and sale of electricity known
as the statistical power line loss. PSLL in statistical power, power transmission, transformation, with the inevitable process, its value from the corresponding period of the operating parameters and device parameters
determined, it can be calculated by the theory known as the theory of electricity line losses. The other part is
WJMS email for contribution: submit@wjms.org.uk
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3.3

System dynamics model for PSLL management

The PSLL model combines the reality analysis with the basic model. Fig. 2 is the reality state analysis
of electricity system. That shows the main points of the detailed PSLL existed in the ESS which could be
used to save the energy, including the transmission part, the transformers and some other parts. Fig. 3 shows
the general factors affect the electricity growth. Combing those two, PSLL model can be build. It is a general
and conceptual model focused on selected elements and hypotheses of their interactions. The dynamics of the
model are determined by the feedback loops in the causal diagram. A causal loop diagram for this model is
presented in Fig. 4.
Having defined the key elements, these have to be quantified as variables and their influences have to be
formulated mathematically. The model is definitively determined when the parameters and the start values for
the state variables (stocks) have been specified. Fig. 4 shows a stock-flow diagram for the model which was
designed by using the Vensim software package. The load could be input data, which will affect the reliability
of the power net and the PSLL. The capacity of power transmission will reflect the reliability. In order to
strengthen the capacity of power transmission affected by the block results from the reliability of power net,
the number of substations and the length of line will be improved. The length of line will affect line loss. If the
line loss increasing, the energy loss will enlarge resulting the effective assets increasing. Also, the permanent
assets depreciation resulting from the length of line and the number of the substations will abate the effective
assets too. And the operation and maintenance costs including the fees used to manage the assets and to
dispose the emission of dioxide from the line. The cost and the effective assets will lead the price changes in
the power transmission, which will affect the load, and that the next system circulation will begin.
3.4

Data collection and computing

The data about generation and composition of electricity mainly comes from National Bureau and the
Chengdu Bureau, in charge of the city’s statistics and national accounts work. And the indicators about GDP
and so on mainly come from the Chengdu year book that made by Chengdu Municipal Bureau of Statistics
covering the data on social and economic development per year.
Data and standard about line choosing, safety and some other requirements come from CEC(Chinese
Electricity Council) written by the China Electricity Power Statistics Analysis which covers many detailed
data that we need. Some data about other parameters, such as the amount of the CO2 emission, come from
Inter government Panel on Climate Change.
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Fig. 5 is a further computing model of the Fig. 4. Each arrow indicates an influence of one element on
another.It mainly contains the 6 parts below. All elements in this model are described in Appendix A and in
the following equations. The core system equations contained in this model are presented below.
(1) Capacity of power transmission
At the end of 2010, Chengdu power grid construction has made remarkable achievements. 138 substations over 110 kV, transformer total capacity of 25.362 million kVA, five of substations over 500 kV with a
total capacity of 8 million kVA; 25 substations over 220 kV, with a total capacity of 7.95 million kVA; 108
substations over 110 kV with a total capacity of 9.412 million kVA.
The implementation of the “Take-off Project” of the National Grid will invest more than CNY 17.6 billion
in supporting the government will reach CNY 80 billion, the new substations of 110 kV and above will reach
129, involved in power transmission capacity of 28.42 million kVA, 4041 km of line. 3 projects of 500 kV,
620 km of line; 37 projects of 220 kV, 14.34 million kVA of capacity, 1526 km of line; 89 projects of 110
kV, capacity 9.08 million kVA, 1895 km of line; new cable channel about 160 km. In 2010, Chengdu power
to reach 5.909 million kilowatts peak load, annual electricity consumption of the whole society to reach 34.1
billion kwh, achieved a historic leap.
GL(t) = GL(t − 1) + IAGL(t),
TC(t) = TC(t − 1) + IMTC(t),
NGS(t) = NGS(t − 1) + [NNS(t) − RS(t)],
TLTL(t) = TLTL(t − 1) + [TLNTL(t) − TLRTL(t)],


TC
NNS(t) = INT
,
SC(t)
1
TLNTL(t) − TLRTL(t) = [NNS(t) − RS(t)] ×
× SC(t) × ALPF(t) × GLR(t),
AAL(t)
IATC = GCC − LR(t − 1) × IAGL.

(1)

(2) Depreciation
According to the “Power industry annual depreciation rate of fixed assets table” published by country,
when the net salvage value occupy 3 percent of the total original value, the following data can be gotten. The
transmission line includes tower transmission line, cement pole transmission line and cable transmission line.
Tower transmission line depreciates 31 years and annual depreciation rate is 3.13%; cement pole transmission
line depreciates 30 years and annual depreciation rate is 3.23%; cable transmission line depreciates 25 years
and annual depreciation rate is 3.88%. The substation equipment includes transformer, control equipment and
control cable. All those three depreciates 18 years and annual depreciation rate is 5.39%. The distribution lines
and equipment includes distribution lines, and power distribution equipment. Distribution lines depreciates 15
years and annual depreciation rate is 6.47%. Power distribution equipment depreciates to zero in 15 years and
annual depreciation rate is 6.67%.
GD(t) = GD(t − 1) + IDVG(t),
IDVG(t) = Kdep × [NNS(t) − RS(t)]) × SUC(t)
+ Kdep × [TLNTL(t) − TLRTL(t)] × LUC(t).

(2)

(3) Grid loss fee
Line loss is caused in transmission process of active and reactive power and voltage loss. Line loss
rate refers to the power line loss percentage of total electricity supply, and can be divided into line losses
corresponding to the line loss rate statistics and theoretical line loss rate. ∆T = TS − TC and(∆T )% = ∆T
Ts ,
where the TS means supply amount; TC means sells amount; ∆T means the line loss. The grid loss fee
depends on the line loss and the average fee about the line loss.
NLE(t) = NLE(t − 1) + INL(t),
INLt) = AEP(t) × GL(t) × MLLT(t).
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Fig. 5. Computation of PSLL system(type in equations and run software)
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(4) Operation and management costs
Cost assessment indicators include: production costs, fixed costs and unit cost of fuel thermal power
plants, hydropower plants and water consumption of plant utilization. The computations here are taken as
follows.
OMCG(t) = OMCG(t − 1) + INOMC(t),
INOMC(t) = [NNS(t) − RS(t)] × SUC(t) + [TLNTL(t) − TLRTL(t)] × PGCIPK(t),
GCISS(t) = a2 × ESCS + b2 .

(4)

(5) Energy losses
On the process of the power supply system, the energy losses mainly concentrate on the electricity losses,
namely the line loss. Electricity generated by coal, occupying about 70%. So, we will compute on this part as
the following equations.
.EL = GL × MLLT × EEC × 0.7.

(5)

(6) Dioxide emission
Because those energy losses mainly come from the coal, which emits large amounts of CO2 and other
greenhouse gases. Because of these greenhouse gases from solar radiation that reflected on the earth’s long
wave radiation is highly absorbent. The “greenhouse effect” leads to global warming. And because of the
PSLL, those emission is pure and invisible cost. So, the computation could explain how much the PSLL under
the condition of grid load done to the environment.
DE = CDR × GL × MLLT.

(6)
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4

Result and discussion

Considering all impacts of PSLL on the electricity sector and the model building, the model testing and
scenarios analysis will be used to analyze the reality and state prediction of Chengdu. Chengdu as the World
Modern Garden City plays a vital role in China as shown in Fig. 6. The electricity load growth state in Chengdu
is shown in Fig. 7.
成都地方图电力负荷强调图 地图 注意必须是英文状态的
CHENGDU

• Situated in the middle of Sichuan Province
• Covering an area of 12390 sq km
• 192 KM long from east to west
• 166 KM wide from south to north
• The city zone of Chengdu is 208 sq km
• 1,600
1 600 kkm away ffrom th
the East
E t China
Chi S
Sea
• 1,090 km from the South China Sea

成都地理位置图 如何和电力是相关的，可以找简单模型进行代替
Fig. 6. The overview and important location of Chengdu

Electricity Load growth in Chengdu
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00
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Year

Fig. 7. The electricity load growth state in Chengdu

4.1

Model testing

The validation of the model should be checked up. The validation is to verify the structural model and
the reality of the system, to test whether it reflects the actual variation of the system characteristics. This test
method uses historical measure to test its effectiveness. Historical measure is to run the simulation results by
entering the model parameters, then compared with the actual and historical data. There will produce an error
range to determine the reliability and accuracy of the model.
By making 2002 the base year, compare the simulating result of selected parameters from 2002 to 2008
with the historical data, to determine the validity of the model. Model results with Vensim software are shown
in Tab. 2. The table lists predicted value and error range. The error range in the table all stay within 5 %, so
that the model is valid.
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Table 2. Main predicting parameters in model testing

4.2

Project
Electricity supply and
transmission development
state(billion)

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Error

2.94

3.29

3.71

4.10

4.33

4.80

4.82

(1.24%,2.28%)

Increase net loss(million)

1.70

4.31

5.0

7.33

7.62

8.09

1.19

(1.53%,3.05%)

Energy loss(million)
Total length of
transmission line(km)

1.18

3.01

3.49

4.69

5.74

6.53

7.71

(2.04%,4.64%)

3188.36 3885.63 4068.96 4715.95 5097.16 5805.06 6150.64 (1.9%,3.54%)

Scenarios

The paper considered the following various types of PSLL based on the environment of the Chengdu’
ESS as shown in Fig. 8.

Power Plants

Fig. 8. Network running in Chengdu

Scenario 1 (no increase in substation and no large scale of gird built or changed): Suppose that the number of
new substations is (135,173) and the type of the substations is over 110 kVA. The length of the transmission
is (3699,6123) km. Also the increase investment in line and transmission will make up the depreciation that
produce every year; the increase amount of grid load based on the data and get the growth radio 12%.
Scenario 2 (increase in substation and no large scale of grid built or changed): Suppose that the number of
new substations depends on the transmission capacity and the grid correction capacity and the type of the
substations is over 110 kVA. Load ratio and increase amount of grid load, the load ratio is (1.6,1.9) and the
growth of the load; the length of the transmission is (3699,6123) km; the increase amount of grid load based
on the data and get the growth radio is lower.
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Scenario 3 (no increase in substation and increase of grid built): Suppose that the number of new substations
over 110 kVA is (135,173). The length of the transmission will based on the data and get the result through
system; the increase amount of grid load based on the data and get the growth radio is lower.
Scenario 4 (increase in substation and increase of grid built): Suppose that the number of new substations
over 110 kVA depends on the transmission capacity and the grid correction capacity. Load ratio and increase
amount of grid load, we set the load ratio is (1.6,1.9) and the growth of the load; the length of the transmission
will based on the data and get the result through system; the increase amount of grid load based on the data
and get the growth radio is lower.
4.3

Result analysis

According to the system we build, data has been put into the variables. Time steps set from 2002 to
2020. The data mainly used to simulate the constant and the trend. The VENSIM through simulation and
computation, gives the result as following the figures. The figures mainly shows the relationship between
investment, cost and depression that bring the changes in grid load, and that how grid load changes bring the
difference in line loss and dioxide emission.
The general development in ESS system in Chengdu is shown in Fig. 9. Growth trend in both effective
assets, costs and electricity supply system grows very fast after the inflexions in 2010 and 2011. Before
the period, the cost rate grows faster than the asset rate. Mainly determines by the equipment depreciation.
Realizing the problem, the government and companies begin to invest more and build new equipments, this
makes another cost growth. After new equipments building, the cost especially the fixed cost decreases, the
gap between the assets and cost will enlarge. Also, the transmission part growth as one part of the asset
will grow. This figure gives us the reason why we should pay attention to the ESS, because the system is to
reinvest and rebuild, including changes in the line and substations. That gives us a chance to save the energy
and decrease the emissions. Also the same phenomenon happens in the other cities in China.

Fig. 9. Whole power supply industry development trend Fig. 10. Relationship between the energy loss and
number of substation

The result under Scenario 1 will be shown in the simulation in other three scenarios. The simulation
results of Scenario 2 is shown in Fig. 10, which aims at the more investment in the substations. In this scenario,
the number of substations will reach about 350 in 2020. The energy loss in line Current 1 is the result of no
extra increase in substations and line. Current 1 shows the energy loss over CNY 20 million, the loss of
which keeps in a high state. Compared with the result after the substations enlarging, there will be over CNY
10 million saved annually. Further, substation operating is a source of energy losses. Here, the growth of
substations bring decrease energy loss reversely.
The simulation results of Scenario 3 is shown in Fig. 11, aiming at more investment in the length of
line. There will be over 12000 kilometers line in 2020. From the figure, the energy loss growth before 2008
there exists the great line length growth, because that the length growth could let down the grid. And the line
length could plus the resistance. Though the economy grows fast, yet the grid load is at the range of the grid
that could stand. But the energy loss growth rate is faster than the line length building. If we keep the current
state, like the line of Current 1 shows the energy loss produced during the electricity supply, that will keep
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growing faster and wandering in perch. And the energy loss will be greater than the one only changes in the
substations. But if keeping investment in the line length and enlarge its scale now, energy loss decrease to
CNY 10 million, about CNY 20 million saved. Condition of high loss state will end in 2014. Length of line as
a source of energy loss, here the length of line enlarging cut down the energy loss, too.

\

Fig. 11. Relationship between line length and energy loss Fig. 12. Dioxide emission and energy loss change after adjustment

The results of Scenario 4 is shown in Fig. 12. Enlarging investment in both substations and lines have
the liner relationship with energy loss before 2014. But the trend reverse when it lasts to 2016. The net loss
will get down, so does the dioxide consumption. The growth of substations and length increase of line also
did not bring the energy loss growing. Energy loss and carbon dioxide emission changes coordinate with the
grid load. So the most important way to decrease the energy loss is to support infrastructure and decrease the
grid load. The way to keep grid load into a stable state now is to meet the demand and growth. Especially
now, many electricity equipments built since 1980s facing the changing and investment. Now through new
changing in substations and the line length, there will bring the lasting environment and economy benefits.

4.4

Suggestion

Comparing the four scenarios, the important factors affect each other. Based on the important relationship
between factors, we can get the following conclusions.
Firstly, grid load affects the energy loss and dioxide emission most. Chengdu need more investment to
reduce the grid load. Under the electricity demand growth and the limited capacity to stand strain, if there is
no changing in the grid rebuilding and reconstructing, grid load will bring a lot of problems to the electric
power system.
Secondly, building the substations and enlarging the length of the line will make up the energy loss they
bring by affecting the grid load. So before 2020, the infrastructure building will be the key point. During the
new investment, old techniques and equipment should be replaced. Forming the new links between the new
and old equipments and techniques, will make the most use of the resources, such as rationally adjust the
power lines, reduce the supply circuit of electric current, will receive the obvious energy saving effect.
Thirdly, environment, economy and efficiency in the process of designing the network need to coordinate
with each other. If the energy loss will not be paid attention in time, there will be lasting loss after the new
electric system building. So when investing the new infrastructure, the distribution of the substations and the
line building and enlarging should be followed.
On the whole, we should invest in the power grid and substations in synchronization. In that way, we
could decrease the grid load to cut down the PSLL, energy loss and the dioxide emission. To some degree, the
ESS just need to put in the basic operation fee, in order to realize less energy loss or dioxide emission.
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Conclusions

According to the results and analysis above, through the simulation in the system predicting model which
could decrease the grid load and emission in the term of the economy industry development and environment
protection. This article chooses the investment in the supply system on the point of PSLL and analyze how
the different adjustments bring the state changes. This research offers the model how to research development
of the one industries linked to the environment cleaner and greener on the point of a city, here the power
supply industry. But there still exist some for further study. For example, how to distribute the new lines and
substations combing with the real facts.
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Appendix A

Table 3. Electricity supply system parameters of symbol
NO.

Variable name

Shortage

Unit

Charaterization

Initial

1

grid load

GL

MKV

level

595

2

transmission capacity

TC

MKVA

level

53.2

3

increase amount of transmission capacity

IATC

MKVA

Auxiliary variable

4

substation capacity

SC

MKVA

Parameter

5

each seat capacity of the substation

ESCS

MKVA

Auxiliary variable

6

surface load density

SLD

km2 /km

Parameter

6500

7

substation unit cost

SUC

kwh

Parameter

650

8

maximum load loss of time

MLLT

kwh

Parameter

800

9

substation unit cost

SUC

kwh

Parameter

650

10

each seat capacity of the substation

ESCS

Mkw

Parameter

2067

11

line unit cost

LUC

kw

Parameter

35.4

12

total length of retired transmission line

TLRTL

km

Parameter

4821.792

13

total length of transmission line

TLTL

km

Auxiliary variable

14

total length of new transmission line

TLNTL

km

Auxiliary variable

15

number of grid substation

NGS

NO.

Parameter

16

number of new substation

NNS

NO.

Auxiliary variable

17

retired substation

RS

NO.

Auxiliary variable

18

grid correction capacity load ratio

GCCLR

NO.

Parameter

2.0

19

grid load rate

GLR

NO.

Parameter

0.565

20

electricity equals to coal

EEC

NO.

Parameter

0.404

21

line unit cost

LUC

yuan/km

Parameter

9000000

22

increase depreciation value of grid

IDVG

yuan

Auxiliary variable

23

net loss expenses

NLE

yuan

Auxiliary variable

24

increase net loss

INL

yuan

Auxiliary variable

25

average electricity price

AEP

yuan

Auxiliary variable

26

operation and management costs of the grid

OMCG

yuan

Auxiliary variable

27

increase net loss

INL

yuan

Auxiliary variable

28

increase network operation and management costs

INOMC

yuan

Auxiliary variable

29

grid construction investment in each substation

GCIES

yuan

Auxiliary variable

30

power grid construction investment per kilometer

PGCIPK

yuan/km

Auxiliary variable

31

coal to dioxide rate

CDR

Kg of Standard Coal

Parameter

0.0224

32

verage electricity price

AEP

minutes/kwh

Parameter

30

33

maximum load loss of time

MLLT

hours

Parameter

3750

34

a2

yuan/MVA

Parameter

170000

35

b2

yuan

Parameter

15000000

2536.2

168

Data source: GL,TC,TLRTC and GRL come from Cheng du year book, and others come from Chengdu Stat.
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